
TWO HUNDRED AND FIFTY·THffiD PLENARY MEETING
Held at Flushing Meadow, New York, on Wednesday, 23 November 1949, at 10.45 a.m.

President: General CarIos P. ROMuLo, (Philippines):
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International control of atc,mc energy:
report of the Ad Hoc Political Cmn:'\
mittee (A/1119) , .

133. Mr. NISOT (Belgium), Rapporteur of the
Ad Hoc Political Committee, presented the re
port of that Committee on the international 0011
trol of atomic energy, and the accompanying draft
resolution (A/1l19).1
134. He recalled that on 22 September 1949 the
General Assembly had decided to refer to the
Ad Hoc Political Committee the item on its
agenda dealing with the international control of'
atomic energy. The result of that Committee's
consideration of the question was formulated in
the draft resolution, which contained two main
points.
13S. First, it requested the permanent members
of the Atomic Energy Commission to continue
their consultations, to explore every possibility
and to examine all suggestions with a view to
determining whether they might lead to an agree
ment securing the basic objectives of the General
Assembly in the question and to keep the Atomic
Energy Commission and the General Assembly
informed of their progress.
136. Secondly, it recommended that all nations,
in the use of the right of sovereignty, should join
in mutual agreement to ;lin'dt the individual exer
cise of those rights in the control. of atomic
energy to the extent required, in the light of the
foregoing considerations, for the promotion of
world security and peace and that all .nations
should agree to exercise such rights jointly.

The meeting rose at 5.,50 p.m.

Assembly had yet been taken. No steps had been
taken to eliminate atomic weapons from national
armaments; none had even been studied. The
same was true of the establishment of control of
atomic energy 'to ensure its use only for peaceful
purposes. Nor had any steps been taken to guar
antee the protection and defence of States which
respected international agreements and which
might be the victims of violation or non-observ
ance of such agreements.
3. The Soviet Union, for its part, had done all
that lay in its power to carry out the General
Assembly's resolution and deliver mankind .frorn
the threat of mass destruction that hung over it
because of the atomic weapon, a weapon of ag
gression whose use would 'outrage the conscience
and offend the honour of peace-loving peoples.

4. From the outset, the Soviet Union had pro
posed that a convention should be concluded pro
hibiting .the production and. use of atomic wea-.
pons; on 19 June 1946 .it had submitted a plan te.
that effect to the Atomic Energy Cornmission-"

5. In the Ad Hoc Political Committee,' the,
representative .of the Kuomintang had statedt~;1t'

• See Official Records of the Atomic; Energll CowmJ:i.~"';
sion, First Yp.:lr, N'o,?t .' .. ,,' .... ~ .. ,'C" OJ'''.
,i •••J.t·:",\l"'i"J 'l,.,,"1,;.
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132. The PRESIDENT drew attention to the re
port of the Security Council and the report and
draft resolution submitted by the Ad Hoc Politi
cal Committee (A/1l14). Since that item did not
require discussion, unless there were any objec
tions, the General Assembly would take note of,
the report of the Security Council.

The resolution proposed by the Ad Hoc Politi
cal Committee was adopted.

service would constitute an affirmative step which
would strengthen one of the important functions
of the United Nations, namely, the appointment
of missions.

130. The PRESIDENT put to the vote draft reso
lution A proposed by the Ad Hoc Political Com
mittee (A/10S8).

Resolution A was adopted by 46 votes to 5, 'with
3 abstentions.

131. The PRESIDENT put to the vote draft reso
lution B proposed by the Ad Hoc Political Com
mittee (A/I0S8).

Resolution B was adopted by 38 votes to 6,
with 11 abstentions.

Report of the Security Council: report
of the Ad Hoc Political Committee
(A/1114)

253rd plenary meeting

International control of atomic energy:
report of the Ad Hoc Political Com
mittee (A/1119) (continued)

1. Mr. VYSHINSKY (Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics) recalled that on 24 January 1946 the
General Assembly had adopted a resolution ( 1
(I) ) establishing a Commission to study the
problems raised by the discovery of atomic en
ergy, a force capable either of contributing greatly
to the progress of mankind or of annihilating it.
The resolution had invited the Commission thus
established to make specific proposals to the Gen
eralAssembly, inter alia "for the elimination from
national armaments of atomic weapons and. of all
other major weapons adaptable to mass destruc
tion". It had also said that it was essential to
make provision "for control 'of .atomic energy to
the extent necessary to ensure its use only for
peaceful purposes". '.
2. Four years, all but two months, had elapsed
since the' adoption of that historic resolution.
None of the steps envisaged by the General

1 From the discussion on this subject in the Ad Hoc
Political Committee, see Official Records. of the fourth
se.s,sionof the GeneralAssemblty, Ad Hoc Polit.ic.al~otn-
tniffce, '30tht~ 3.~th. tne.etin~~ i~c1u,~i~e,.. .
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theSoviet Union had taken more than a year to
submit its' proposals on inspection. He had ne
glected to point out that the proposals of 19 June
1946 had envisaged severe penalties for violators
of that agreement. Mr. Tsiang's statements, there
fore, were not correct. However, he had no in
tention of engaging in a polemic with Mr. Tsiang,
as it was not known whom the latter represented
in the General Assembly. On 15 November 1949,
Mr. Chou En-lai, Minister of Foreign Affairs of
the Central Government of the People's Republic

, -of China, had informed the President of the Gen
eral Assembly that the delegation led by Mr.
TsiangTing-fu could not represent China and had
no right to speak in the United, Nations on behalf
of the Chinese people. , '

6. The delegation of the Soviet Union supported
that statement and would not consider that the
Kuomintang delegation represented China.

7. Reverting to the substance of the atomic
energy question, Mr. Vyshinsky said that the
USSR proposals of 19 June 1946 showed that
the USSR had been well aware of the extreme
importance of finding a solution to the problem as
rapidly as possible. The proposals required that
the contracting parties should at least solemnly
undertake in no case to resort to atomic weapons;
to prohibit the production and. possession of
atomic weapons; to destroy all stocks of atomic
weapons, whether completely manufactured or
not, within three months from the coming into
force of the convention. They had stated that the
violation of those undertakings would constitute
an extremely serious crime against humanity and
had proposed that any such violations should be
subject to extremely severe penalties. The pro
posals made by the Soviet Union had gone even
further. They had suggested the adoption of an
effective system of international control by means
of a multilateral convention which was to be ap
plied within' the framework of the Security
Council.

8. To conclude the historical survey of the ques
tion, he reminded the Assembly of the USSR
proposals of 18 February, 25 March and 3 June
1947/ which provided that the organs of control
and inspection were to have their own rules for
carrying out their task, with the provision that,
if necessary, decisions should be taken by a ma
jority vote.

9. That showed the falsity of assertions that the
USSR control plan provided that the unanimity
rule should apply to voting. That argument had
only been used to delay matters and make it im
possible to conclude a convention prohibiting
atomic weapons. That had not- prevented th~
United States representative from repeating the
slander at the34th meeting of the Ad Hoc Poli
tical Committee on 11 November 1949.

10.•: Mr-. Vyshinsky recalled that on 17 Novem
ber1946, Generalissimo Stalin, head of the Soviet
Government, had stated' in ,reply to questions
from the Moscow correspondent of 'the Sunday
Times that the atomic bomb was not such a power
ful force as some politicians believed. Mr..Stalin
had stated that the atomic bomb could not decide
the outcome of a war; He had added that the
~

.1 See Official Records of the Atomic Energy Commis
sr~~ third report to the Security Council" page'20.
:~ee Official Records 01 the Atomic Energy Commis

'. $IOll~ third report to'the ,Security Council,page 24.

monopoly of the atomic bomb secret obviously
created a threat but, that it could be countered in
two ways: first, the monopoly of the atomic bomb
could not last long; secondly, its use would be
prohibited.
11. On 27 October 1946, in reply to questions
from the director of the American news agency,
United Press, Mr. Stalin had said that strict in
ternational control of atomic energy was essential.
12. A' careful study of the USSR proposals
would show how tendentious and untrue were the
statements of those who alleged that the Soviet
Union was opposed to the inspection of concerns
producing atomic energy and that it· refused to
grant representatives of the control and inspection
agency access to all concerns of that kind.
13. Mr. Vyshinsky briefly recalled the role as
signed to the inspection of atomic energy in the
USSR proposals.
14. The Soviet Union's draft proposed to give
the international control commission very wide
powers. It proposed that it should be given access
to all enterprises concerned with the mining, pro
duction Or stock-piling of atomic raw. materials
or atomic materials or with the utilization of
atomic energy.
15. The opponents of the USSR proposals were
silent on those points and spread completely false
rumours that the Soviet Union would refuse to
allow its atomic enterprises to be inspected and
supervised. Point 7 (a) of the USSR proposals"
was sufficient proof to the contrary.

16. While reserving each Government's right to
conduct scientific research work in atomic energy,
the USSR proposals subordinated that research
to the supervision of the international control
commission, which must see to it that the estab
lished rules were fully observed, that is, that
atomic energy was not used for military purposes.
A careful study of the USSR proposals, and es
pecially of that of 11 June 1947,8 would show
that they suggested that the international control
commission itself should be given full power to
carry out, scientific research work on the peaceful
uses of atomic energy. The proposals also empha
sized that one of the n\ain tasks of the interna
tional control commission should be to ensurea
wide exchange of information between the various
countries in that .field and to provide means of
consultative "assistance to signatory countries
which might need it. .
17. The opponents of the USSR proposals were
constantly trying to deceive public opinion about
the real attitude of the USSR towards atomic
energy. Thus, in August 1947,Sir Alexander
Cadogan had submitted a •special , questionnaire
which constituted, an attempt to discredit the
USSR proposals. Mr. Vyshinskycould not spend
more time on that question and merely noted that
the attempt had failed. Nevertheless, although the
British representative's questions had been fully
answered, they continued to serve as a basis for,
the insinuations which certain circles were making
about" the USSR in the matter of inspection. It
was thus that the provision for periodic inspection
of enterprises for the mining of atomic-raw mate
rial and the production of atomicmaterials anden-

a See Official Records of the Atomic Energy Commis-
sion, second year, No.. 2... "

."See Pfficial Records 01 the .4tomic Ifnergy Comml.r.
s,on, third report to-the Security Council, page .25."



ergy had been attacked, ~f?, e~rly as 1947.. ~ow- and all atomlc enterprises became the property of I
ever, the USSR representative had explained an international control agency empowered to (/
that there should be periodic inspection of all carry out all measures of control and inspection,
enterprises, beginning with mines and ending with as in fact the Anglo-American plan provided, nu
nuclear fuel factor;es j and that inspection should clear explosives might fall into the hands of the
be carried out noeat intervals fixed in advance, governments as a result of sudden seizure by
but whenever necessary. The necessity was to be violence) That statement showed how ineffective
detennined by the international control com-i cthe Ul1ited States control plan was, because it
mission. acknowkdf,cd that, in times of serious interna-
18. That completely destroyed the allegation that tional tension, no control could prevent breaches

Periodic inspection would make it impossible for of good..faith, which would lead to another war.
It must not be forgotten that, in any case, the

the commission to carry out inspection where it composition of the control agency would be all
was necessary and as often as it considered es- f . _1_ I d d
sential, Moreover, there could be no question of important factor. I tt was a~l1OW e ge , as the
the unanimity rule because the USSR proposals supporters of the United States plan did acknowl
stipulated that the international control commis- edge, that evidence of bad faith might possibly
sion would take its decisions in accordance with be; given by the governments, why not acknowl-

d edge that such bad faith might equally well be
its rules of procedure; Finally, to put an en to sho\Vn by the staff of the control agency in its
all aUusions to the veto, the proposals laid down administration? Occurrences of that sort had been
that all decisions would be taken by a majority known in the past and could not be disregarded.
vote. The Soviet Union was far from harbouring such
19. All that showed that no well-meaning person suspicions, but there was no reason not to speak
could oppose the establishment of inspection as of them since the authors of the United States
envisaged in one of- the USSRpro~osals.l The plan referred to the possibility of the govern
situation should be clear; Nevertheless, the at- ments giving evidence of bad faith.
tempts to put the USSR position in a false light 23/ It should be easier to control the atomic
continued. That was what Mr. Hickerson, United bomb than other types of armaments if as reput
States Assistant Secretary of State, for example, able an expert as Mr. Chester Barnard, former
had recently attempted to do in the Ad Hoc member of the Lilienthr.l Commission and at the
Political Committee. . moment president of the Rockefeller Foundation,
20. The assertions of those who maintained that was to be believed. The production of atomic
periodic inspection could not be effective were bombs necessitated large quantities of raw mate
equally without foundation. Mr. Vyshinsky re- rials. It was obviously easier for inspection groups
called that the Atomic Energy Commission had to discover large quantities of materials than to
already .indicated in its first report" that there unearth small or even .insignificant amounts mea
was no reason to assume that control or effective; sured in kilogrammes or in tens of kilogrammes.
inspection was technically impossible. It was quite Moreover, atomic bomb production required very
clear from that report that inspection could be complex plants, which would also facilitate the
carried out in such a fashion as to make it abso- work of inspection.

, lutely impossible to evade it, to use atomic mate- 24. That showed how inaccurate were the asser- ~
rials contrary to the provisions of the ~onvention tions that it would be more difficult to establish
or to manufacture atomic weapons. " control over atomic energy than over the pro
21. With a view to strengthening their position, duction of other armaments, It was for that rea
the opponents of the USSR proposals had pub- son that the Soviet Union stressed the necessity
lished a statement on 25 October 1949 (A/I0S0) of prohibiting atomic weapons and for establish-·
regarding the q1t:.~~:~iQil of atomic energy, in which ing extremely strict international control through
reference had bf;W' :0.ade to "six-Power conversa- a convention. The Soviet Union had continued
tions". In spit~,(),nvbattheexperts had said, that its efforts along these lines during "the entire
statement a$s~'ited~hat inspection could not pre- course of the work of the Atomic Energy Corn
vent evasioi '<;;",(:'?~L',' reasons were given for the mission. No' one could fciiLto note that up until
assertion. Jf\ 4~'thors apparently considered that the third session of the General Assembly the
science and.,)'chiiique were insufficiently advanced Soviet Union had always said that it was essential
for it to be possible to check how much material to conclude first of all a convention prohibiting
had gone into a reactor and how much had come atomic weapons. That was a very logical attitude
out after a given technical process. The experts because the implelTlentationof.a decision could
declared, however, that there was no reason why not be controlled until the decision itself had been
such a control system should not work.~t was not _,take!,
the experts, but the I!0litical representatives of the()z'S. On the contrary, the opponents of the USSR
five Powers~ who ~elleved that suc~ control would '})roposals, in defiance of all logic, asked. that a
encounter difficulties. That.was quite understand- convention should first be drawn up on control.
able,. forll the .whol~ question depended, l!0t on In effect that amounted to putting the cart before

. tec~lJ;l1cal. ~ons1de!atlons, but on wh~ther it was the horse. To avoid any ·loss of time and in' a
politically expedient to adopt a given control spirit of compromise, however, the USSR Gov
measure. .... ~, .: ernment had accepted the.suggestion that the two
22. <I~ must be observed, however, that nb system conventions, namely, the convention prohibiting
of ICOntrol eliminated the risk of bad faith. and of atomic weapons and the convention. art. the control
br~ches of the convention.. Mr; Osborn, the rep- of that ban,.,should be signed simultaneously. It
resentitive 'of .the United'States, had' admitted was quite interesting to note that it had sufficed for
that. He had. stated that, if al! ~tomicmat~rials the SJ),:i~Vnion to cQnsent to .the .sim~ltaneous
-- conclUSion (llf .those twoconventions. for new ob-.See OffieitJlReelWdsoj the Atomic En,rgy Comtn#- . Jl '. ... . .,;",=,~~
$ion,thirdreportto the SecurityCouncil.· .:' 2 Ib;d.,M~treport to theS~'curiijo Council.
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'ections to be raised. On 9 November 1949, in .
~e Ad Hoc Political Committee, the United King
dom representative had stated that it was quite
impossible to accept and carry out the new USSR
proposal.
26. That statement betrayed the true intentions
of the opponents of the USSR proposals. It
showed yet again that the United States and the
United Kingdom were in no way interested in
banning atomic weapons and setting up control.
Their intentions were very different. It was not
by chance that, at a meeting of the Security
Council in 1948, the representative of the United
States, Mr. ]essup, had candidly declared that he
wished to see the United States plan of control
adopted Iqr if not, there would be n~ control at
all and the armaments race would continue, Ifthe
question was put in ~at way it was ?e~rly u~,~ess
to think of consultations and negotiations. There
could be no agreement because it was a question
of ail ultimatum. The Soviet Union, to which the
ultimatum was delivered, was not in the habit of
using such language.and would hot allow anyone
to speak to it in such a way.
27. The Anglo-American bloc continued to press
for the plan drawn up .in 1945 by the Acheson
Baruch-Lilienthal Committee, although the ques
tionablenature of that plan had, been shown. It
was not by chance that-the Canadian representa
tive':'':1ad tried to show that the new United States
plarl differed substantially from the Acheson
Baruch-Lilienthal plan. It appeared, in fact, that
it was becoming very difficult to defend the
Baruch plan in its original form. It had to be
touched up a little. The greatest efforts were being
made to that end. Some phrases had in fact been
replaced by others, but the substance remained
the same. As USSR representatives had already
shown on more than one occasion, that plan did
not in any way outlaw atomic weapons or sug
gest the establishment of international control.
The plan, in conformity with the United States
policy of world domination, had been made at a
time when the United States of America had had
a monopoly in the field of atomic weapons and
had hoped that it would retain that monopoly for
a long time, if not always. ,
28. The Acheson-Baruch-Lilienthal plan had
been drawn up in the interests of United States
'monopoly. That explained its nature and why it
could not be accepted by other States which, if
they wished to keep their sovereignty and inde
pendence, could not hope for the success of the
United States plans for world, domination.
29. The typical feature of the United.· States
control plan was as follows: allratomic supplies,
all plants, all scientific research work must be
entrusted to what was knOWJ1 as an international.
body, on an ownership basis. It was true that the
plan allowed States to retain some atomic plants
~and certain quantities of materials, but only minor
f'plnnts which could be qualified as non-dangerous;
But even thoseplarits would be placed wholly
under the supervision of theinternational control
Qpdyby the establishment 6f !\~ system .of licenses.

3().. Further, the intern~ti~rial'control body
would also have to decide what constituted a
dangerous·quantity.of •at?~~c ma1:e~ial, '. and. what
was or was not a dang«:rou[l,plant. An those facts.
cgpld be gathered'from,theinforI11~tion contained..

'.... , -' .. "" - . '," '.... '\~ . .

in the second report of the Atomic EnerO' COll1
mission.'
31. It was surely clear that such a proposal, like
a whole series of other proposed measures, would
reduce the sovereign rights of States to nothing.
For several years the world had been witnessing
an offensive by the Anglo-American(Dioc directed
against the principle of State sovere:\gnty, a prin
ciple y-1.lich was characterized as ~l reactionary
idea, an old prejudice, a remnant' of feudalism
which had been dragged in the mud in the Gen
eral Assembly.
32. The Soviet Union vigorously opposed that
manner of considering problems because the idea
of State sovereignty was a serious obstacle to the
achievement of the policy of world domination
which could not admit the influence of other
States.
33. There was reason to raise another question
on which the majority in the Ad Hoc Political
Committee had blindly followed the Anglo-Amer
ican majority which prevailed "in the Atomic
Energy Commission. It was a question of quotas,
of what was called the rationalization of the use
of atomic energy. That. was' a new attempt to
undermine the sovereign rights of States. The
second report of the Atomic Energy Commission
showed that the right to possess atomic energy
and the possibility of depriving a country of that
right was given to what was called the interna
tional control agency. It was obvious that, in the
circumstances, all the reservations in the United
States plan, the purpose of which was to leave
proprietoryrights over atomic energy to certain
States, lost'fheir entire value. Moreover, those
reservations appeared in the plan merely to con
ceal the true nature of the document and the
better to enable the United States of America, or
ra':.~ler United States monopolies, to lay hands on
the world's entire resources of atomic energycal~rI.

thus more easily to control the development of
that energy in the various countries. Provisions of
the kind were clearly incompatiblewith the idea of
national sovereignty and deprived States of all
control over their own economy.
34. One accusation brought against the Soviet
Union was that it refused to accept any limitation
or any reduction in sovereign rights, even if asked
to do so for the sake of international co-operation,
The delegation of the Soviet Union had more .than
once replied to that argument. It .was perfectly
familiar with the elementary principles of inter
national law. It knew that any form of interna
tional co-operation involved some limitation of
national sovereignty and the pooling of individual
rights in an international whole. That, however,
had nothing to do with the international plan that
some members were endeavouring.to. see 'adopted
that day. The plan .left no room for anY.SOV
ereignty.The aim was not tolimitcerta:ill spec;;ific
sovereign ,rights, but quite definitely to deny them
outright. The very existence of. States would, in
effect, be denied. There could beno sovereign will .
when the national economy of a State,onwhir.h
its sovereignty rested, was submitted to strict con
trot A country deprived (If jt~economic inde- .
pendence was no .longer$overeign,butmerely.the
slave of, anqther country, 'those wl;1oopposedthe
Soviet,Unionshouldieaiiz,e .that, in QPposing 'its'

o
• See OffieiaJRecordsof.the Atomic Energy C0tnmis

SiOtl, fJEecond report to .the SeclJrity.CQuncil. •.•<,~.
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conception of sovereignty and stating that it was which Mr. Vyshinskv wished to draw the atten
obsolete, reactionary" and feudal, they were deny- tion of the General Assembly; the last thing the
ing the very,principle of sovereignty itself and Commission seemed to have in mind :was to
sacrificing their own. Many instances could be reconcile the interests of international security
cited to illustrate that fact. with the possibility of developing atomic energy
35. The Marshall Plan was surely nothing but for peaceful purposes. The latter objective could
the submission, to the United States, of the be easily achieved if the use of atomic energy
sovereign rights of those States which had for military purposes were forbidden. But after
accepted an economic yoke. He would not labour a careful study of the documents of the, Atomic

. b Id 1 b th Id Energy r.:;ommission, Mr. Vyshinsky maintained
the point, ut wou mere y state t~at e wor that the )majority of the proposals originating in
was witnessing a conflict between tWo principles: United States circles seemed to show that the
that of world hegemony on the one hand, and that
of national sovereignty and effective collaboration United States plan had only one end in view,
based on the sovereign equality of the parties, on namely, to prevent, at any cost, the development I

the other. It was open to the delegations rep re- of atomic energy production for peaceful pur
sented at the General Assembly to adopt what had poses in all countries, and first and foremost in
been called the system of international control. the Soviet Union, always excepting, of course, the

• 1 f United States of America, which occupied a
They would realize later the disastrous resu ts 0 special place. Mr. Vyshinsky found the confirma..
that system on the economic, social and cultural -"
development of theircountries, just as they could tion of his assertion in the basic principle of ~he

United States pllin, which provided that inter
already see the results of the Marshall Plan. national control would include the transfer of
36..Mr. Vyshinsky declared that many of the the ownership of atomic materials and all plants
representatives knew very well how right he was, producing atomic energy to the control organ;
but their situation was such that they could not on the principle that the various States would
be sincere, having been trapped in the gilded net have at their disposal, after due authorization by
of United States capitalism. the control organ, only "safe" quantities of atomic
37. The USSR delegation understood the posi- materials and "safe" plants; on the principle too
tion of those delegations and sympathized with that the control organ would fix a quota for the
them. production-of atomic energy for each State; and

-, lastly, on the principle of geographical distribu-
38. In order to hide its imperialist aims in the tion-e-which would in reality mean strategic and
field of atomic energy, the United States bloc military distribution-of atomic plants throughout
was demagogically advocating international con- the world, without any 'regard to the economic'
cepts which it opposed to nationalism and the' idea requirementsof the. various countries.
of the sovereignty of States. The United. States,
together with the United Kingdom and their sup-" 41.~ There was no need to point out that such
porters, maintained that the plan would safeguard strategic .and military' distribution of atomic p~o
the interest of humanity as a whole against the duction would also tend to weaken the productive
selfish interests of States which valued their own capacity of certain States and, consequt;ntly, t1:eir
welfare more than the common good. The argu- capacity for defence--a result wholly 111 l~eep1hg

'ment was really only camouflage. The true aim with the designs of those who were planning for
of the United States plan was' to secure-as much world supremacy. .
influence as possible hi. the international control 42. The atomic energy needs of the various
organ forthe United States monopolies, in order States for pacific purposes were tremendous. That
to turn that organ into an instrument, for the was especially the case with the Soviet Union
realization of the expansionist aims of those where great progress had been made in the pro
monopolies. . duction of atomic energy. That factor should be
39. There could be no question of internation- borne in mind when atomic energy ration cards
'alism, as the proposed composition of the' organ were distributed to States, just as ration cards,
showed only too well.. The staff of the organ had been, issued in some tountr!es ~uriI!g the
would, in themain, be composed of men entirely ~read shortage, ~d as they were stl~l bem~ Issued,
at the bidding of the United States Government. If he were not mistaken, m the United Kingdom.
pU9t a, st~te,o( affa.irs coul~ ,~e observed daily, 43.. He retailed, in that connexion, tha~ as ~flrly
m2lhe wodr of Ul11ted Natlolls or~s. ~he:eas 194$ Professor Irving Langmuir, Directorof
waf no ,reason, to .sypppse ~at the, international the Research Laboratory of the GeneraIEI~c.trJc,
cOIltr~lorgan would be any different. Mr. B~rt1ch Company, and one of the most quali~ed of Ul11~e9,
hadilHmsel£~openlystated that staff for the inter- States scientists, had, afterattendmg a session
nCltiopal' orgap,shouldbe chosen on .the groun~s at the USSR Academy of Sciences in Moscow,
ofc9mll~tenci'\and~lso,.a~he pu~ l~,as far as published an articlein which he pointed out the
p()sslb.te m ~cc?rdapce.wlth the,P,9j1clple. of ,geo- vast possibilities for tl~'e development.' of energy , r:

grflphlcCll dl~tnbutlOn. That rererence to ,coIIJ- iri' the USSR ,and had mentioned' that that - \~
pet~ceshow,edquiteclear1y po~,staff w<?itl~ be cbWltryc,Quld' very welloutstrip the', United
select~d.>M:oreoy~~,¥r. Baruclu ; 111ent!on. of, States in the production of, atomic bombs, and
a.pplYWg: theP~ln~lple.of" g~()gr~J?Jucal. dls~r1bu- tonseqllentlyin the productiol'f'of atomic energy.
tl()n'as.f~~:.as ,~osslble. ,w~s,a.ls.o suffiCiently, Professor" Langmuir, .had listed the advantages
clt~r:l.etenst(c.~olIlt~rnatlOI1ClJ spirit. would pre;- which the USSR possessed, in that field, .' He ~ad
Y~II.lI~.t1lec()I1trol•• org<lJ)., It "w.ouId,not "pe. an stressed, in 'particular "the system. ofem,ulattop.
n;tte1]atl~nal()r~n,buta!14mttf1can;~0~y ",h()~e. which, cQI1.si<ierably jncreasedfhe industrial pro".:
ctas,k It ",ould b,e,~J()acJ:iIeve ,the()bJ~~~iv~s.la~.d ductipn. 'pt the .Soviet. T]ni()n;"the .fact •that .. that
d?wnin'theA.cheson-Baruch-Li1ienthal'pla~... ..•. . country had Jio..un~mplo~ent or strikes ; that
40.~As1:1.tdyofthed()glri1erit!l'Of,ili~·A.t()rn~c . ppr~anaappli~clsci.~c.~wer~. lJ:ii~hly.respect~~,~, '
EnergyColl1missiori1:>roughtoutanot~~rp!>int, to and that the planl11hgof scientifio work was

·"""·:'-·:':Il'!.' ",,-, ',." ' --- -~i'
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tile Atomic Scientists on 1 May 1946. That docu
ment had to some extent inspired the authors of
the Acheson-Baruch-Lilienthal plan, and clearly
revealed its meaning. The authors of the report
stated that the simplest method of control would
be the rationing, of raw materials. and especially
of uranium ore. The production of nuclear
explosives, the report .said, was effected by the
transformation of considerable quantities of
uranium in big plants which produced isotopes in
huge reactors. If a certain amount of uranium

'ore were allocated to each State, the mass pro
duction of isotopes would be rendered impossible.
That limitation, according to the report, would
have one disadvantage, namely, that it would
render impossible the development of atomic
energy for peaceful purposes.
49. Mr. Vyshinsky could therefore state that the
Acheson-Baruch-Lilienthal plan adopted "by the
Atomic Energy Commission, approved by the
Ad Hoc Political Committee, and submitted to the
General Assembly by the majority of that Corn
mittee, was intended to prevent the development
of atomic energy for peaceful: purposes. The
plan was therefore reactionary. It was opposed to
scientific, technical and economic progress, it was
opposed to the interests of mankind as a whole.
Nevertheless, it was in the name of that plan
that States were being asked to sacrifice" what
they held most dear, namely their sovereignty
and independence.

50. Turning to that part of the United States
plan which provided for the establishment of con
trol by stages, Mr. Vyshinsky said that it had
been based' on the idea that the United States
would be free of international control for possiblv
a long period'of time. The report of the Atomic
Energy Commission stated that the first task of
an international body should be to determine the
existence of raw materials and establish control
over them. According to the report, the establish
ment of control over raw materials would"'bring
up the political andtechnical question of access
to them. The United States plan, however,offered
no counter-proposal in respect of countries which
had not yet reached the first stag-e. Certainly,
there was a suggestion that technical information
should be made available, but that possibility was
left whollyundefined and was not, therefore, of
any. practical interest. Thus, the first stage of the "
plan-e-thestage which was of particular interest
to countries whose production was little developed
-offered no advantage te;> any country except the
United .. States of America. Furthermore, the con
trol org-an could always maintain that some 'coun
try had not fulfilled its obligations regarding the
first stage' of the implementati<>..r- of' the plan, a!,d
could refuse to pass on to tt~ next stage With
:regard to th?t country;

51. ,An theatoresaid c6n'siderations served to
emphasize the' main, fault in, the United, States
plan,uamelY"tha.t control would beunilaterat, and
would operate to the advantageofthetJnit~d
States and, be, wholly unacceptable, for ,aU other
countries, Thus, controlby stages ~toow~s linkeo
with the negation of the, principle ofnatiorial
sovereignty,' the neg-ationof the principle •Qf
equality amongtlie signatories of conventions pro-
hibiting atomic weapons and establishing control ","

overatomic" energy, . ,,', , •..,9 , .' <'~ .~'
'Sf. ,·T~~·.d~legation:o!,!:he S'ovie.LUnion'could"' . ,~,
<\{:cept neither the. prlllclple of stllees nor' the
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more energetically pursued in the USSR than in
any other country. Finally, Professor Langmuir
had said that in those circumstances it could not
be denied that the USSR Government was most
interested in the development of atomic energy
for pacific purposes, and that it was certain to
obtain results in that field.

44. Professor Langmuir had spoken of the use
of atomic energy for pacific purposes. There was
nodoitbt that that was the intention of the Soviet
UniOli: for four years its representatives had
been making the same solemn entreaty, namely,
that atomic energy should be prohibited, and
international control established to put that pro-
hibition into effect. '

45. After gaining possession of the atomic
weapon, and completely discovering and master
ing the secret of atomic energy, the USSR
was continuing to pursue the same policy.. It
insisted on the proposals for the prohibition of
atomic weapons and the establishment of a strict
international control. At the same.time, however,
it demanded that nobody should prevent it from
developing to the maximum the production of
atomic energy for peaceful purposes, for that was
an indispensable condition of the gigantic develop
ment of socialist construction.in the USSR.

• I1

46. The situation was very different in the
United States of America. Numerous facts
showed that industrial and even scientific circles
in the United States attached no importance to
the development of atomic energy for peaceful
purposes. Some industrial circles even saw a very
undesirable rival in atomic energy. 'Much, less
importance was attached to that new source of
energy in the United States of America than to
the already existing- sources such as coal, oil and
water; for the utilization of those resources was
considerable, and it was' thoug-ht to be inadvisable
to develop that new source of energy, In support
of those statements, Mr. Vyshinsky quoted pas
sages from Professor Blackett's book and also
referred to the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists
and statements. by Professor Oppenheimer. The

"latter endorsed the United States Atomic Energ-y
Commission's statement, in its report to Congress
dated 31 January 1948, that in the most favour
able circumstances nuclear fuel could not con
tribute to the power requirements of the world
during the next twenty years.

47. All that went to show how little the United
States was interested in the production of atomic
energy for peaceful purposes. It was onlv natural

.. that the United States plan of control should be
'concerned with rriilitaryvconslderations, for it

took no account of the economic peculiarities and
development of other, countries.

48. As' was shown by the second report of the
Atomic Energy Commission, the United, States
plan would make the international control organ
responsible for distributing atomic plantscn a
geographical. basis, so as not ·to' enable any ,par
ticularcountry to obtain a ,military advantage by
taltingpossessionoftheplants located on its own
territory orln the territory of its neighbours; That
was still artotherconfirmation of his ,remark to
the effect that no account had been taken of the
economic 'needs of individual countries.' That, was
~vident too 'from the ,report ,of the FrankCom

"tpissionsubmittedto the'Un,ited.States Secretary
fW~t if!- 1945 apdpubHsheq in th~ Bull~ti,t'of
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of steel to 6O'million tons a year, Mr. Bullitt
t!t~ well-known reactionary U~it.ed States poli~
tician, had stated ,that that decision showed the
imperialistic and aggressive attitude of the USSR,
and he had requested that measures of a military
nature should be taken against that country,
59. It was quite certain that individuals such as
Mr. Bullitt would make their appearance in the
international control organ and that they would
endeavour to use that organ to curb manifesta
tions of "Soviet imperialism", and would try by
every possible means to prevent the development
of the economy of the Soviet Union, despite the
fact that those efforts were doomed to failure
beforehand. When they realized that they had
f~iled, they wou!d claim that the control condi-

, tt~ns had been VIolated and that an international
crime had been committed, and they would
threaten to take military measures' against the
P~S~ although well aware that they could not
mt!mldate that country. The threat of military
a~tton had had no effect,thirty-two years pre
viously, when fourteen Governments had organ
ized international intervention on the territory
of the Soviet Union i it would be no more effec
tive ~t the current time. However, the possibility
remained that attempts of that kind might be
made and they.would be rendered possible by that
very plan for international control. That was the
dangerous aspect of the plan, which its authors
were trying to present as a document for social
progress which would ensure the welfare of
mankind. .

60. Those who protested against the proposals
of t~e Soviet Union maintained that they did not
provide for the establishment of effective con
troi and that they were dangerous' because they
merely gave the illusion of control of that kind.
That was obviously a malicious invention. The
truly dangerous plan was that of the United"
Stat.es, which was being foisted on the United
Nations. That proposal, iri fact, had as its aim
to ensure that the United States would have an
obedient majority within the international con
trol organ so as to be able to take possession of
the world reserves of atomic materials, of all the
plants using those materials and all related plants.
It would thus ~e able finally to regulate and, if
necessary, restrict or arrest altogether the develop
ment of atomic energy production for peaceful
ends, o~ the pretext that such development, in the
proportions It had reached, would constitute a
danger to world peace.

61. The United States plan was aimed at
deceiving world public opinion and at concealing
the aggressiveends on which it was based behind
such false pretexts as a desire for peace and inter
national co-operation, and concern about the best
interests of mankind. '

62. It should also be noted' that the United
Stat~s plan la~d down that investigations could be,
carried out. Without anysupervisipn on any part
of .the territory of each. of. the,.signatory Powe~s

oft~e. conventions-.In particl~lar, the inspection
s~rvl.ces vv.ould have. extensive powers of inves
tigation WIth regard to atomic .materials in every
country, Such a. procedure-would make it possible
for .the .' so-called intel'T;;ational .control organ to
lJlakean ex£~l1e~t survey of the objectiv~spur-'
sued by every country and to .. organize a vast net
work of military and economic' espionage.,Pra-

:aSSrd pleDary meeting

principle.of quotas. It could not, therefore, accept
the United States plan, in which both those
principles played a very important part.

53. Once again he was compelled to declare that
the United States plan was intended to protect
the military and strategic interests of the United
States of America and was not aimed at the pro
hibition of the production of atomic weapons.

54. In that connexion, Mr: Vyshinsky referred
to a letter addressed to Mr. Byrnes, United
States Secretary of State, on 17 March 1946, by
Mr. Acheson, Mr. Vannevar Bush, Mr. James
Cronin and General McCloy, in which the signa
tories had declared that the atomic energy pro
duction plan did not require that production of
atomic bombs should cease once the international
plan had come into force. The letter showed, in
particular, that the United States did not consider

, itself bound by what was called the international
control plan, and that any decision to stop pro
duction of atomic bombs would be a matter of
high policy, which would have to be decided, by
the Senate, in accordance with the United States
Constitution. Thus even if the United States plan
came into force, it might not be ratified by the
Senate, which could refuse to put an end to the
manufacture of atomic bombs. Mr. Vyshinsky
pointed out that the letter to which he had
referred was dated March 1946, although on 24
January 1946 the General Assembly had adopted
a decision in principle on the necessity for taking
measures to prohibit atomic weapons.

SS. Nothing in the plan corresponded to the
aspirations of the peoples of the world and to
the clearly expressed wishes of the General

. Assembly in resolutions 1 (I) of 24 January
and 41 (I) of 14 December 1946. Bearing all
those considerations in mind, therefore, the
delegation of the USSR could not accept the
plan and opposed it in the belief that, Jar from
bringing about the prohibition of atomic weapons,
it would merely give rise to the dangerous illu
sion that some kind of international control was
being established on the production and use of
atomic energy.

56. There was another particular aspect of the
United States pian for control to which Mr.
Vyshinsky wished to call attention. The plan quite
rightly prescribed sanctions for any infringement
of the rules which the international control organ
would establish. The conditions under which that
()rgan would fUnction should, however, be exam-
ined. .

57. The United States control plan made it pos
sible and very easy to create artificial pretexts
enabling the control organ to interfere in a field
outside its competence..It also made it possible
for it to prescribe sanctions, Such interference
could take place when, for example, a State was
accused. of producing more than its quota of
.energy in spite. of the fact that for reasons. of
national economy, it was unable to adhere to the
quotas prescribed. That was by no means a fan
tastic. hypothesis~ an effort 'might be .made to
apply sanctions because of acts which were a
natural .consequence of the country's economic
developlllent ...' .

58.. In that connexion, Mr.'Vyshinsky would cite
only one instance: when the Soviet Union had
adopted a plan .. proposing- to raise its production
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fessor Blackett had stated in his book that in
view of the attitude of the United States it was
only natural that the USSR military authorities
should have wished to keep the site of their large
htdustrial establishments secret. In that con
nexion, Professor Blackett had quoted a statement
attributed to Field-Marshal von Rundstedt that
the maps with which Hitler's General Staff had
been provided had been completely wrong. Whet'e
highways had been marked on the maps there
had in fact been only secondary roads. Some rail
ways marked on the maps had simply not existed.
There had been large towns in places. which had
been marked on the map as open country. It was
hardly necessary to stress the importance of that
reference to history.
63. Immediately upon the ·,appearance of that
plan, the Soviet Union had considered it its duty
to show what was really behind it, to show that
under the pretext of establishing an interna
tional control organ, its purpose was to create, a
super-trust to permit the development of United
States monopolies and establish an instrument for
the launching of war.
64. The Soviet Union had always demanded the
the absolute prohibition of atomic weapons and
the establishment of strict international control.
It still maintained that position after gaining pos
session of the atomic weapon.

65. In conclusion, Mr. Vyshinsky' wished to say
a few words on the draft resolution submitted to
the General Assembly by the representatives of
Canada and France. That draft, which had been
accepted by a majority in the Ad Hoc Political
Committee, claimed quite wrongly that humanity
would be threatened so long as control of the
development and operation of atomic energy
remained in the hands of Governments. That was
untrue, for the Soviet Union's proposals made it
possible to establish an. international control and
inspection which would avert that danger while
respecting the principle of national sovereignty.

66. It was also impossible to accept the pro
visions of the Canadian-French draft resolution
recommended by the Ad Hoc Political Committee
which called on all States to submit to interna
tional control as provided for in the United States
plan. The fact was that that type of control was
incompatible with the interests of States.. Under
the pretext of promoting international. peace and
security, paragraph 4 of the draft proposed that
thesovereign rights of States should be restricted.
It should be noted that the wording of that para
graph had been changed. The original wording
openly invited governments to' renounce their
sovereign rights as far as 'the control of atomic
energy was concerned. It was only ill consequence
of the opposition they had encountered from a
number of delegations, and particularly the
delegations of the USSR and the peoples'
democracies, that the ~..epresentatives of Canada
aM France had been obliged to modify their
wording. Neyertheless, the somewhat attenuated
Wording that had been adopted in no way changed

.:the substance of the question. Any delegation
which ~pted for that provision would show that it
was p§!ep~red to sacrifice the sovereignty of its
country. . .
67'1!he remainder of the draft resolution was
merelyJa collection of recommendations devoid of

,sUb7?anee,. which made it still more unacceptable;
k...:.,~.~'/ .~

Even when it spoke of. the prohibition of atomic
weapons, the draft resolution did so in terms
which were so vague and timid that paragraph 2,
which was devoted to that question, had no prac
tical significance whatever. The draft confined ~t~
self to expressing the desire that everything pos
sible should be done to secure the prohibition of
atomic weapons, whereas the solution was both
possible and simple: it was sufficient to decree
the prohibition of atomic weapons, to decide that
those weapons would be removed' from the
national arsenals and to establish a system of
control to make the prohibition effective.

68. The delegation or the Soviet Union had sub
mitted to the General Assembly its draft resolu
tion (A/H20) which pointed out that none of
the tasks assigned by the General Assembly to
the Atomic Energy Commission in its resolutions
of 24 January and 14 December 1946had yet been
fulfilled, and that responsibility for that situa
tion fell entirely upon the Governments of the
United States and the United Kingdom, which
had systematically opposed in the Commission any
agreement on the subject of the prohibition of
atomic weapons and the establishment of a strict
international control of atomic energy.

69. The USSR draft resolution also noted .that
the consultations between the permanent members
of the Atomic Energy Commission had not con
tributed to a solution of those problems, for the
United States and the United Kingdom had, dur
ing those consultations, continued to uphold pro
posals which. were essentially opposed to the
immediate ,pTOhibition of atomic weapons and the
establishment of control.

70. Mindful, however, of the importance of
reaching an agreement and executing the tasks
laid down in the General Assembly resolutions of
24 January and 14 December 1946, the USSR
draft resolution proposed that the Atomic Energy
Commission should be requested to resume its
work and proceed immediately with the prepara
tion of a draft convention for the prohibition of
atomic weapons and a draft convention on a sys
tem of control to make that prohibition effective.
The two conventions should enter into force
simultaneously.
71. The adoption of that. resolution would give
fresh impetus to. the work of the Atomic Energy
Commission. The USSR delegation therefore
addressed itself to all delegations who had the
cause of the maintenance of international peace
and security at heart, and warmly urged them to
vote for its draft resolution.
72. Mr. KAN (China) said that the mere wish
of Mr. Vyshinsky would not seat the Chinese
Comn\unists in tHe General Assembly, If Mr.
Vyshinsky's 'wish were law, 80 percent of the
delegation in the General Assembly would have
lost. their seats. Fortunately Mr.' Vyshinsky's
words were nothing more than propaganda.
73. .Ina few days his delegation w<l!llg present
to the General Assembly documents aIi;d,proof
to show that the USSR had shamelessly 'violated
the. treaty entered into by China and the Soviet
Union, and the Charter of the United Nations.
74., The PRESIDENT pointed out th~t the discus
sionof the Chinese .question was. premature: ..
75. Mr. VYSHINSKY .(Union of .Soviet Socialist
Republics) wished to s~?k on a point of order.
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In his intervention, -he had said that, in view of'
the fact that the People's Government of China,
the only legitimate Government of China, had
stated that the so-called Chinese delegation to the
General Assembly had forfeited its powers, the
USSR delegation considered itself in duty bound
to support that declaration. Therefore, it would
not recognize as the legitimate delegation of
China the so-called Chinese delegation which was
actually a Kuomintang delegation. At the moment
almost all the territory of China was under the
jurisdiction of the People's Government. More
than 3S0 million Chinese had recognized that Gov
ernment. Yet the Chinese representative in the
General Assembly refused to do so.

76. The PRESIDENT again pointed out to the
Assembly that any discussion of the Chinese ques
tion was premature.

77. Mr. MONTEL (France) said that the
Canadian and French delegations had tried to
depict clearly the dispute between those who were
sincerely aiming at- security in the age of atomic
weapons and those who were seeking to evade
the issue by invoking traditional conceptions of
sovereignty.

78. The plan adopted the previous year by the
General Assembly in its resolution 191 (UI) was
doubtless somewhat revolutionary from the politi
cal, legal and economic points of view, but that
was no longer a subject for definite criticism. The
only really revolutionary element worthy of atten
tion was the possibility which man had of anni
hilatinga hundred thousand of his fellow crea
tures in a second.

79. The question was therefore whether man
kind was going to resign itself to that as an
incurable evil or whether it was going to do
everything possible to ensure general peace and

. security and have the courage even to modify
traditional ideas inherited from a past in which it
hadbeen impossible to foresee such catastrophes.
80. It had been wondered' whether civilization
would survive an atomic war. At allevents,even
without an atomic 'war the most precious moral
values of civilization would already be·greatly
impaired if man accepted the idea, that such dis
asters could become a sad reality in the future.
8,1. The Assembly must take a stand. on the
problem of sovCteignty as far as the development
ofatomic energy "was concerned.
82. As, disagreement amongst the permanent
members,of the Atomic Energy Commission had
prevented that body from breaking the deadlock,
Mr. Montel felt that .those members were bound
to state the. basic reasons for their' disagreement
and to inform the sovereign Assembly about
them. ,'Five ,delegations had explained , those
reasons to the> Assembly, in the. memorandum
which they had published (A/IOSO) at the same
time as the·provisional report on the firstcon
sultatiOl1s.(A/1045) .. That was the point on
which the Canadian ann French d~legation~.had

. thought it necessary to request theAsseIl1~JY's
opinion. ..< .••• ',' '.' .. ". .• . .......' .,c""
83.' ".Atth~same '. time, those ".dC1Jegatio~~·'h;1d

.expl~ined.",hClt }()rmth~ necessaryp~rtia.l sac
rifice!? .of. soyerelgnty ",ould, talq;~, b~cCluseIt was
n~cessary to choose the lesser 'oft",?evils. Re
intended to~plainhow'the effoHs' alinterna:"
tiona.I co~operation~whichalone.couldward,()ff

the dangers of ,the contemporary situation, should
be 'visualized. '

84. If there was .any field in which States jeal
ously guarded their sovereignty, it was obviously
the field of economic development. States had
always considered it not only their right but also
their "duty to develop to the full the economic
resources with which nature had endowed them,
in order to improve the standard of living of
their people. In the field of atomic energy, how- ,
ever, that complete freedom was incompatible with
the current demands of security. A new industry
had come into being and it was well known how
it could be put to military use. Its application to
peaceful purposes, in the production of energy,
for example, had not yet reached the practical
level. Nevertheless, the development of atomic
energy production could not be separated from
the production of nuclear explosives. It could be
said that States with powerful atomic energy
plants were, because of that, powerful in the field
of atomic weapons and it· 'was that very fact
which' brought out the particular nature of the
problem of atomic weapons in relation to the
question of conventional armaments.

85. A country which had no aggressive designs
might be a great metallurgical Power without
thereby immediately being a great military Power
if it had not previously adapted its resources to
war production. On the other hand, the most
significant point was certainly that the conversion
of a peace-time industry to a war industry not
only required rather long periods oftime but was
also accompanied by certain unmistakable signs.
That was not the case when the products ofa
peace-time industry could be turned to m~litary
purposes within a very short time and WIthout
evidence.
86. General security required that the. develop
ment of atomic energy for. peaceful p.urposes-,
should however, be the subject of an Interna
tional ;greement which would primarily take into
account security considerations, If until th~

sovereignty had en~bled States to c!evelop their
economic resources In full freedom, It was neces
sary to limit that freedom to the extent demanded
by international security.
87. Nevertheless, the problem was not to pro
vide for unconditional renunciation of that free
dom. The plan provided that States should them
selves,' by treaty, set the quotas of atomic energy
which would be available to each. It was therefore
inaccurate to state, as Mr. Vyshinsky had stated,
that the international control organ could arbi
trarily set limits to the production' ?f , atomic
energy. The second report of the Atomic Energy
Commission (page 53, paragraph XI) stated that
"the international agency shall distribute its pro:
duction facilities.and .other facilities containing
dangerous stocks M nuclear f1:1el ... in accordan~e
with the quotas, provisions and principles laid
down in the treaty".
88. Furthermore no •one Iiad.beett. deceived
regarding the true intentions of the plan approved
by the General Assembly the previous year. On
4 November ·1948,M:r.'Vyshinsky hitns'elf had
said that ()ne of the mostimportant problems ~on

nectedwith international control of atomic energy
.was.the.proble~of.regufating•. the prod~c.fio~of
atomic •energy including •the. appr()priate dlstrl~U-"
don' among countries of quotas' of atomic.', raw, 'I!

--'''---.. -.
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materials, and that, according to the statements of atomic weapons. When, in 1946, the General
authoritative scientists, the establishment of such Assembly had, by its resolution 1 (1), defined the
a system of quotas to ensure" a' due balance Commission's terms of reference, it had placed
between the interests of those countries and those the abolition of atomic weapons and the control of
of the United Nations as a whole could be settled atomic energy on an equal footing, without
legally. Yet only a few' minutes previously, Mr. subordinating one to the other. It had reiterated
Vyshinsky had vehemently stated that the estab- that point of view in its resolution 41 (I) of 14
lishment of quotas constituted a lowering of the November 1946 which had been voted unan
traditional principle of national sovereignty. That imously and which requested that a draft con
contradiction might perhaps be explained by the vention or conventions should be drawn up for
fact that during the intervening year the USSR the creation of an international system of con
had produced the atom~c bomb. trol and inspection, those conventions to include
89. In any case, it was quite apparent that Mr.. ' the prohibition of atomic' weapons and the con
Vyshinsky had changed his mind on that point trol of atomic energy.
since, that very year, he was claiming that coun- 96. Realizing the dangers involved in the free
tries should have the right to develop atomic development of atomic energy for peaceful pur
energy according to their needs. The substance of P?ses, 'the Assembly h~d adopted that point of
the problem at the moment was therefore that the view. Those dangers, Just as much as the need
USSR intended to act in the matter exclusively for prohibiting the use of the atomic weapon,
according to the plan it had drawn up and with- were the reason for control, Such control must
outgiving any account of its-activity to any truly moreover, be effective;' and, to that end, States
effective international· control organ. Therein lay must agree to some sacrifice of their sovereignty
the substance of the debate, for as long as the in developing atomic energy for peaceful pur
situation remained as it was, it would be impos- poses.
sible to organize world security. 97. Finally,' the draft resolution recommended
90. The question was how to spare mankind the by the Ad Hoc Political Committee inyit:d the
horrors of an atomic war. If Mr. Vyshinsky SIX pennan:nt membe;s of the CommiSSiOn. to
meant-that the prohibition of atomic weapons continue their consul!ations. Th~t course of actto.n
would achieve that result, then that provision was was the only. ~osslble one since .the Atomic
common to the USSR proposal' and the majority Energy Commlssl~n had found that It would not
proposal. If, however, he considered that control be able to accompltsh any useful work so long ~s
was necessary to ensure that result, then it was no. agreement had been. reached between the SIX
difficult to see how the system proposed by the members.
USSR representative could, meet the aim tt.:;~, 98. In the endeavour to reach such agreement,
defiried.·· '. all the concrete suggestions which had been
~l. Mr. Vyshinsky claimed, that the plan made. or ~hich would be mad~ in the course of
approved by the General Assembly would not the dISCUSSion would be, taken mto account. ,
provide the world with an effective guarantee 99. Nothing would be more vcontrary fo rthe
against the danger of the use of atomic weapons general interest than to allow the belief to persist
in the course of a long war. Everyone was, how- that the dispute in question was one which inter
ever, aware that, in the unfortunate event of an ested only the largest States. The problem con
outbreak of hostilities, all control would come to cerned all peoples.
an end ~d that, at that moment, the ma!lufacture 100. If some nations were, for various reasons,
of atomic weapons could be resumed quite freely. called upon to play. a more' important part than
92. 'Mr. Montel. held the view that, if a system others, that laid particular responsibilities upon
were established under which the production of them.
nuclear fuels was regulated by quotas with due 101. The si~ members would continue their dis
regard to securit~ ·conditions. and un~e; wh!ch cussions with a deep sense of those responsibili- •
control was exercIs.ed. by a dlr:ct administration ties. The directives and the SUPPOi't of world
of ,~he plants producing or usmg. thos~ nuclear public .opinion were' essential if those discussions
fuels, the chances of a country dehberately stock- were to be successful .
piling in advance sufficient nuclear fuels and 10'" 'Th 'd'ISPUt 'h' h d "ty"dtomi . lat h de . .: . . - . ~. e e w IC oppose securl an
aattOamckl~ ";;ueal'dPobns toduaudntc a ..~;lslve surprise sovereignty raised' a .diffictilty of such consider-

',.0 e re ce 0 arnmrmum. bl" h th . b .', . ,. ,.,' . a ie proportions tat. re SIX mem ers had
93,•. If that aim were achieved; it would at least deemed it necessary tq request the opinion of the
result in preventing the .development ofatomic Assembly as well as confirmation Qftheir terms
~ergy from increasing the state of insecurity in: of reference; in order to pursue their efforts more

. international relations and from becoming itself productively. . . " ....
a causeof war. 103. Those were the considerations 'which the
94. If States remained free. toplan.fheirown 'Canadian and French delegations had had in mind
development and if control only took the. form of when they had submitted to the Ad Hoc Political
periodical. inspections, the. risk of. one State' being Committee, the draft, reso~u!ion .on which the
capable of making a surprise attack would:become Assembly had to take a decision,
~o great, that it would becontra,~y;-to the:~9"eral 104. The right' to security demanded tha.t 'the'
tntere~t ..to recomm~nd' suc~'" .a,system for the citizen' should make some sacrifices for the good
appr~val ofth~;qntted. Natto~s. Jt ,~ould .be..a of mankind, To 'agree to thosecfJacrifices .was an
d.eluslon,· far more "dangerous tha.n.thelack.Qf .any act. 'of' freedom, the .freedom..to. prefer .life .to
control. 'destruction.' .. . '

gs.' The;USSRlleIegat,ion had also' said. that 105. There were ,()th~;·a.rms,.!l1oreover,·w~ich, •• ·
control sh9uld beifbase.d'on' the need to prohibit althoughmoremsidious ami slowerin>theira

./--_.._-----------------
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having learnt,a lesson from past experience. was
11 group of free nations which had decided to
gether to obey.ilie imperative demands of their
security. ' '

107. The PRESIDENT announced that the list of
speakers would be closed at 3.15 p.m,

The meeting rose at 1.5 p.m,

2S4th plen8l"Y meeting

effect, were just \,S dangerous and which were
used in lo:onditio,\1s violating the fundamental prin
ciples and obli.~ations of the United Nations
Charter. Those' arms could. by more gradual
stages perhaps. but just as surely, lead to slavery
or death.

Ul6.Mr. Vyshinsky had spoken of an obedient
majority. Mr. Montel stated that the majority.

TWO HUNDRED AND FD*I'Y-FOURm PLENARY MEETING
Held at Flushing Meadow, New York, on Wednesday, 23 November 1949, at 2.45 p.m.

President: General Carlos P. R6~ULO (Philippines).

International control of atomic energy: Those maps-apparently unlike the ones in the
report of the Ad Hoo Political Com- USSR..L...were accurate. The United States had no
mittee (A/1119) ('eoneluded) . _ desire to hide its towns and cities; it was proud

of them and it welcomed visitors. It wanted to
1. Mr. HICKERSON (United States of America) know about other peoples of the world, and to
stated that he had listened in vain for a new pro- !ive on terms c,f peace and friendship with the
posal or a constructive suggestion in the statement peoples of all countries, induding the people of!'
of the USSR representative at tthe previous the Soviet Union.
meeting. All he had' heard was the old propa- 5. Two draft resolutions concerning atomic
ganda attack upon the United States and its energy were before the General Assembly. One
motives. He did not intend to, answer those draft resolution, recommended by the Ad Hoc
attacks, which had been heard many-times before; Political Committee (A/1l19), made it clear that
he was content to! let his country's record speak the peace of the world and the protection of all
for itself. He was: confident that the Assembly nations-required that effective means of enforce
would not be diverted from its responsibilities by ment ~hould accompany the promise of prohibi
such familiar crude propagandistic attacks., tion. The other, offered by the Soviet, Union
2. He would refer briefly to only two of the (A/1l20), proposed, in effect, that all nations
matters mentioned by the USSR representative. should sign a treaty or convention-or perhaps
The USSR representative had again quoted out, both-prohibiting atomic weapons, without effec
of context from the Acheson-Lilienthal letter of tive means of enforcing such prohibition.
17 March 1946. That letter had been published at 6. The requirements for an effective system of
the time ithadbeen v!ritten; it transmitted to the control had been discussed during more than three
.~J.:'esldent of the United States and the Secretary years of debate in the General Assembly, in the,
of State not a plan but a technical report stating Atomic Energy Commission, and in their com
for the first time that effective control-was pos- mittees. They could bestated very simply. Nations
sible, The passage the USSR representative had could not continue to possess explosive atomic
quoted, which was out of context and had been materials or' facilities for making or using such
written before any plan had been evolved, merely materials in dangerous quantities. So long as those
stated that any nation-possessing the atom bomb materials remained in the hands of nations, he
w()pld not have to ~estroy its bombs un,til it was knew of no means by which the actual or
satrsfied that no nation could manufacture bombs threatened use of them in the opening phases of
thereafter. an aggressive war could be prevented. If those

facilities and those materials were left in national
3. The United Nations plan approved in reso- hands, ~o system of control and inspection would
lution 191 (Ill) of the General Assembly, pro- be stronger than the good faith and intentions of
vided for complete and effective prohibition, with the nations which possessed them.
the ,Atomic Energy Commission of the -United
Nations to declare when one agreed stage had 7. Plant~ making. or usin~ dangerous quantities
ended and another was to begin. All countrles. 'o( explosive 'atomic r.naterlal~ must be ope~at~d
would be treated exa.~t1yalike. Nuclear fuel would and managed by an international agency within
be removed from United States atomic weapons the United Nations. Under no other conditions
at eXactly the same moment as it would be could there be any certainty that nations would
removed from the atomic weapon or weapons in not secretly withdraw quantities of explosiv€
the possession of the, USSR. " materials sufficient to threaten the peace.

4. With regard to. Mr. Vyshinsky's statement 8: .Turning to the question' of inspection, he'
(253rd meeting) concerning the inaccuracy 'of stressed ,that inspection by the international per
maps of the Soviet Union, Mr. Hickerson could sonnelof the international, control agency was of
not understand what impression' the USSR repre- crucial importance. That personnel must carry out
sentative .had been trying to give .in apparently Unrestricted inspection in order to prevent or'
boallting" of .the. inaccura~y of existing, m,aps of detect secret ,or clandestine. activities; Unless the

treaty contained br:9ad provisions to' that, effect,
the ,Soviet'·Unione ' There were, •any number of the world could have.noconfidetice, that the
maps of the United States; every gasoline:;station treaty was being obeye~. Periodic inspection of
in the United States handed out road maps' pf .the declared facilities, was not enough; what .was
UnitedStates.fo anyone who asked for them. needed was continuous inspel:tion.
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